Easter Egg Surprise

recipe
card

Materials
Makes 6-8 eggs joined
✺	Roberts Confectionery Easter Egg Surprise Chocolate Mould
✺
300g bag of Roberts Confectionery Milk Chocolate melting buttons
✺
300g bag of Roberts Confectionery White Chocolate melting buttons
✺	Roberts Confectionery Oil Based Powder Colours (your choice for bunnies)
✺
Lollies or small trinket for inside
✺
Shredded Cellophane or Wood Wool for the nest

Step 1
Melt the white and chocolate buttons separately using the methods outlined on the bag.
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Step 2
Pour a small amount of the melted white chocolate into separate containers.
Colour your chocolate with shake of Roberts Confectionery Powder Colour (your choice).
Mix well.
Step 3
Using a small paintbrush, paint the coloured melted chocolate into the cavities of the Bunny.
Look at the underside of the mould to ensure you have achieved a good even cover with
no gaps. Allow to set.
Step 4
Fill each egg half with the melted milk chocolate up to the top, ensuring you don’t overfill.
Tap the mould gently to release any air bubbles. Allow it to set for a few minutes.
Step 5
Once you can see the outside edge of the egg half has begun to set but the inside is still
wet, pour out the wet melted chocolate so that you are left with only a thick edge around
the perimeter and bottom of the egg, but the centre is empty. Allow the halves to fully set
and then gently tap the mould upside down on a flat surface to remove the pieces.
Step 6
You are now ready to join the matching halves together with a surprise inside.
Makes approximately 6-8 eggs joined.
How to join the egg halves together with a surprise inside:
Take the bottom half of the egg and sit on a flat surface. Fill it with the lollies or small
trinket. Pre-heat your oven to 50˚C and warm a baking tray. Gently place the matching top
half of the egg onto the heated tray and remove again quickly. This will slightly melt the
edges and you can now place it on top of the bottom half and join them together. Ensure
you hold the two pieces together for a few seconds until firm. Display your finished eggs in
a nest of cellophane or wood wool. Happy Easter!
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Click here to order your Easter essentials
from Roberts Confectionery
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